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American private-eye Harry Kilmer returns to Japan to rescue a friend's kidnapped daughter from the
clutches of the Yakuza. Harry Kilmer returns to Japan after several years in order to rescue his friend
George's kidnapped daughter - and ends up on the wrong side of the Yakuza, the notorious Japanese
mafia... I agree with "henri sauvage" in his well written comment. (Read it.) I own an older VHS copy
and just saw it again on HDTV. No matter how many times I see it - it evokes the same moving
emotions for me. This is a beautiful and powerful movie in spite of much violence.
While terribly bloody, this movie is in no way gory. The combination of passion, tenderness & love
with the violence which is a completely necessary part of the movie (Yakuza = Japanese Mafia)
makes this one of the most moving and powerful movies I know of.
The performances of Robert Mitchum and Ken Takakura (not to mention the beautiful Keiko Kishi)
are outstanding especially Mitchum and Takakura.
The cinematography is beautiful and the directing wonderful. Also of note is the very effective use of
both Japanese and English in a completely plausible way.
10 all the way.
BTW: If you want to see it it is now available from Netflix There's a seductive quality to the opening
of "The Yakuza", between the score and the stylized credit sequence, that just draws you in. I get
lost in its attractiveness. It's kinda like "Chinatown" in that regard, but I was surprised at just how
nice this movie is to look at. They captured Japan's outdoor beauty, the sets are striking (really dig
Herb Edelman's open floorplan house), and the Kyoto Convention Center is amazing.
But the film's real power lies in its well-written story, which drags grizzled Robert Mitchum back to
Japan only to be mixed up in the workings of the Japanese mob. It's here that we get a crash course
on the discipline, sacrifice and honor (twisted though it may be for some of these people) that make
up this culture; and just how one's life can be made or broken over the importance of a debt to
another person. "The Yakuza" isn't without its shootouts, but they culminate in a truly fine swordfight
- one that sees one man stare down many.
The movie's final moments with Mitchum and Takakura is a moving piece of cinema, and one hell of
an ending. There's a profound sadness once we hit the end credits, but it's a story very well told.
Side note: if you're a comics reader, this pairs remarkably well with the Claremont/Miller run on
Wolverine.
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